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 Not all families coping with drug use have 
experience of intimidation

 44 family support services had worked with 
families experiencing debt related intimidation

 Mothers were most likely to inform a family 
support service of an experience of intimidation
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6 – 2 had experienced drug users suffering from intimidationThis is symptomatic of the fact that more women access family support services than men



• 30 services knew of debt related intimidation that 
originated from a debt worth €500 or less

• There was an even spread in the largest amount 
of debt that respondents were aware of. The most 
common amount was €10,000 – €20,000.

• The most common forms of repayment that drug 
users used included cash payment and/or dealing 
and cash payment and/or holding or hiding drugs
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Presentation Notes
Can start from amounts under 100Largest amount was up to 60,000Holding or hiding also includes the transportation of drugsViolent Crime (16) included holding or hiding firearms, Sex/prostitution (9)



 Verbal threats (39), physical violence (33) and 
damage to home/property (33) are the most 
common forms of intimidation used

 The family members most likely to be targeted are 
the mothers (35), siblings (23) & fathers (21) of 
drug users

 Persons working for drug dealers normally collect 
the debt (32) 
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Presentation Notes
Seven respondents reported sexual violence or the threat of sexual violenceDifficult for family members to know exactly to whom the money is owed – Is the money being given to the correct person, takes part of the cash before handing over to the drug dealer



• Recurrent Cycle – 19 respondents (r)
• Intimidation stops after repayment – 17 r

• Threats are sometimes carried out – 25 r
• Threats are always carried out – 16 r
• Threats are never carried out – 2 r 

• Multiple sources of finance used to repay debt 
(credit union loans & borrowing from friends and 
family)
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Intimidation does not stop on repayment (5)Important factor influencing whether or not families make the repaymentKnowledge of perpetrators and their capacity to follow through – UncertaintySalary wages, social welfare payments, money lenders, selling personal property, re-mortgaging homes (11)



• Threatening Behaviour

• Personal Property

• Physical Violence

• Sexual Violence or Threats of Sexual Violence
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Threats – harassment, death threats, threats of shootings or damage to propertyPersonal Property – Cars damaged and stolen, houses damaged and robbedPhysical Violence – Beatings resulting in hospitalisation, bruised, injured, shootings directed at family home, pipe bombs (2), car bomb(1)Sexual Violence – Drug users and their partners forced into prostitution to protect the family. Threats of sexual violence against children of drug users



• “Threatening behaviour to any of the residents 
committee members who may attempt to bring up 
the issue. Comments made, cars and property 
vandalised, their kids intimidated”

• Living in the same community
“Even after paying off her son’s debt she still feels 
frightened when she sees the dealer”
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Presentation Notes
Members of the community are very aware of the extent of intimidationThis fear prevents community action to raise awareness of the issue or to seek support to tackle the issue of intimidationDaily life can be very difficult - exposed



• Too fearful
“The family were so terrified of the threats from the 
dealers they were afraid to go to the Gardaí”

• Authorities are powerless
“She was afraid to go to the police as she didn’t 
feel they could do anything for her”
“When he reported this to the Guards they advised 
him to just pay up”
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Dealers sometimes specifically warn families of the implications of speaking with the Gardaí



 Mistrust in the Gardaí
“Their son by this stage had become involved in 
all kinds of theft to support his habit and had come 
to the attention of the Guards. Though the guards 
knew the names of the dealers, no action was 
taken against them”.



 Physical Violence against Women
“24 year old woman with three kids. Chair 
smashed over her head. Four stitches under her 
eye for a drug debt”

 Sexual Violence against Women
“She was trying to pay for it by selling her body 
and selling drugs for her dealer but she couldn’t 
cope with it”.



 Most likely to report
 Most likely to be targeted
 Repaying the debt

“The mother didn’t want her husband to know so 
she got a credit union loan...and is cutting back on 
things to pay off the loan so her husband doesn’t 
find out”

 Lone mothers at risk of severe financial difficulty



• Banned by local authorities
“When he is released he is not allowed to come back 
to my home because [name of local authority] won’t 
allow him to. Because of the scourge of drugs my 
family will never be the same again”.

• Re-location
“The mother is being threatened to pay the debt by 
local thugs who are close neighbours. One threat was 
that they would burn her home while she slept. She 
has requested a transfer [name of local authority]. This 
is not possible at present.
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The criminal behaviour from those intimidating the family and the of the drug using family member (holding/hiding drugs)



 Level of debt creates housing difficulties
“The mother got into debt over it and paid the debt 
for her son/daughter but at the cost of getting her 
ESB cut off and the house nearly taken off them 
by the courts”



 Case studies revealed a high incidence of families 
caught in a cycle of debt repayment

“The family is trying to get the money together to 
buy some peace but fear it will happen again”
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Families are not naive and are aware of the possibility that they will find themselves in this situation again as a result of their loved one’s drug use



• Children
• Siblings
• Partners
• Older People
• Relationships
• Residence of Drug User
• Prison/Treatment
• Negotiation
• Additional Charges
• Multiple Dealers/More than one drug using family member
• Forced Emigration
• Suicide
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Can be targeted and are often witnesses to intimidation threats or actsSiblings – manipulated into dealing/states of anxiety aware of when brother/sister was dealing or hiding drugs/ older siblings own family targetedPartners – Vulnerable particularly when living with the drug userOlder People – grandparents put themselves under huge financial pressureRelationships- Husbands and wives not informing each other of debts owedFamilies continue to be targeted even if no longer residing in the family homePrison/Treatment – Threaten drug users in these situations and families also, even after not revealing the names of the dealersNegotiation – payment plansAdditional charges – theft, inflated the actual debt, penalties or interest payments – delay, inconvenienceForced Emigration – Move out of an areaSuicide – Impact on mental healthIn summary:Family members do not see an alternative to the situation they find themselves in and feel powerlessCommunity members scared of becoming targets if they speak upSpending and borrowing large sums of moneyAffects the whole familyNational Level



“To develop a framework to 
provide an appropriate response 
to the issue of drug related 
intimidation in the community.”

Action 5 – NDS 2009-16



 To provide a single point of contact.

 Ensure a confidential and effective means of 
dealing with intimidation.

 Provide families with sufficient support from An 
Garda Siochana
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How the new pilot reporting scheme will work
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